Point Inventory Count
Point Revolutionizes Inventory with Smart Devices!
Count, Invite, assign, analyze, post, report, and update your inventory in
real-time from multiple devices. Point Inventory simplifies the daunting
task of physical inventory counts, allowing you to quantify inventory
value, which is pivotal in analyzing business performance, inventory turns,
merchandise replenishment planning, shrinkage and price management in
response to fast or slow inventory movement. All count data is stored in the
cloud and is accessible from any browser, anywhere in the world via Control
Point - the admin interface for Point Inventory.

• Platform - Designed for Android and iOS devices
• Control Point - Multiple device support hub
• Provisioning - Easily add new devices on demand
• Custom Scopes - User definable & assignable
• Rapid Sync - Analyze real time cloud data
• Merge Count - Merge count data
• POS/ERP - Line of business applications adapters

Mobile Inventory Count
Built to be intuitive, from download to
committing a count and everything in
between. Point Inventory is extremely user
friendly and fast, installation only takes
seconds to complete.
Point Inventory is built to deliver the very
best levels of performance, yet be incredibly
portable. Its platform compatibility makes it
appealing to both Android and iOS users who,
for the first time, can leverage devices they
already know and love and still interact with
their line of business or retail applications.
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Point Inventory is designed to work with any Android or iOS device. Users can now leverage the devices they know and
love yet enjoy the robust capabilities of the most advanced mobile inventory solution on the market. Point Inventory has
crossover platform compatibility with a mirrored offering for all Android/iOS mobile devices and tablets.
Usability
Point Inventory delivers the critical functionality to execute a physical inventory count with efficiency and
precision. Users can perform cycle counts, spot checks or full inventory counts efficiently and collaboratively.
The Rapid Sync engine delivers count data to the cloud for global visibility. Reporting and analytics are
available in real time!
Control Point
Point Inventory is not just a mobile application but rather a seamlessly designed inventory management
solution to capture, analyze, report and post count data to your POS or line of business application. Mobile
devices and tablets can be easily added to the count by email invitation to download the app. Admin users
can manage access control to trusted users and devices and view posted data from any internet browser.
Scope
Control Point allows Inventory Managers to define the scope of the count using filter criteria and
parameters of their choice such as items in a specific location (or sub location), from a specific supplier,
department, category, price range, type or any other custom filter criteria. Custom scope parameters can be
saved for repeated use, saving valuable time.
Efficiency
Point Inventory eliminates mundane saving tasks by leveraging our Rapid Sync technology to post count
data to the cloud in real time. The Control Point houses the count data, user profiles, register configurations,
reports and administrative tools. The seamless integration between the device and the Control Point ensures
no data is lost in the event of a hiccup in wireless connectivity.
Integration
Point Inventory delivers flexible and intuitive functionality, making it easy to use and extremely efficient.
Every aspect of Control Point was designed with the user in mind. The simple user interface significantly
reduces the user ramp-up time, manages process workflow via the navigation and leverages meticulously
designed and engineered line of business adaptors to post data to your POS or ERP applications.
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